INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the charge-transfer cross sections in ionatom collisions plays an important role in the interpretation and understanding of many physical phenomena such as determining the radiation losses and neutral beam heating efficiencies in tokamak plasmas' and predicting the feasibility of producing an x-ray laser.
It is known that the nonresonant ion-atom chargetransfer cross section, which is normally small at low velocities, can be enhanced a great deal by the presence of a strong laser field. Pp"(r, t i R(t))
=a&"(R(r))P&"(r,t~R(t)) (2) Ap"~( R(t)) between two arbitrary DQMS wave functions g"(r, t~R(t)) and P' (r, t~R(t)) can be written as A p.,~« (t) ) = && 0p. V R I 4'' f dt f droop"VRQ~~. (7) Equation (2) 
In terms of coefficients I (am~ep")(R) I the nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements A p"(R) can be written as
where the field-dominated coupling Bp",. (R)= -gg(ep"~) k) () t~e : ) (12) and the collision-dominated coupling
In the process (14), the field-free electronic correlation diagram shows no pseudocrossing between potential energies of the entrance and exit channels, see Fig. 1 Here the Xp"(R(t)) are the coefficients in the expansion of the total wave function 0'(r, t I R(t)) of Eq. (1) The matrix C in Eq. (17) is defined by the relation' 'b' (17) g g A a~yk(R)C~k p"(R)+ Ca~p"(R) =0 (18) am, n and provides the transformation between the diabatic and adiabatic DQMS wave functions Pp"(r, t I R)= ggP' (r, t IR)C p"(R) . (19) As shown in paper I, ' the diabatic potentials Vp"~(R) thus constructed are in general much smoother and smaller in magnitude when compared with the nonadiabatic couplings A p"a (R). internuciear Separation R (a.u. ) Flax. 3. (a) 
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we obtain a finite set of coupled equations,
The The GVV coupled equations, i.e. , (24) or (28), can be solved subject to the initial conditions X'"'(R(t))-=X' '(R(t))~5 "5 p as t~ ( 29) +yyy&x"I}"k&&y"kIx, & (27) with p indexing the initial state of the colliding system before entering the laser field. The transition probability of finding the system initially in a field-free quasimolecular state p, & = g"(r, R(t = -oo ) ) and finally in a state o&"(vp', Ep, co) =2' f dppP&" (p, vp , Ep, co) . ' 15.0 ders of magnitude smaller than the former and thus can be safely dropped. When the collision-induced coupling is not important, such as in process (14), we are therefore justified in using the GVV coupled equations (28) Fig. 4 .
In this section we shall evaluate the charge-transfer transition probabilities and total cross sections for the laser-assisted process (14). For simplicity, we shall assume that (i) the impact velocity I vol is small enough that the collision-induced coupling can be neglected, (ii) the laser field is oscillating in the z direction which is chosen as parallel to the impact velocity vO, and (iii) all of permanent dipole moments of the quasimolecular states are negligible. We have seen (Fig. 2) p) (see Fig. 2 Impact Parameter P (a.u. ) 10.0 
